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I NOTICEI The project that is the subJect of this
report was approved by the Governing Board ot the
National Research Council, whose memuers dce drawn
from the councils of the National Academy of SCIences,
the National Ac~u~my ot Engineer1ng, and the Instltute
of Medicine. The members of the panel respons1ble for
the report were ~hosen for their specIal competences
and Wilh regard for appropriate balance.
This report has been reviewed by a group other
than the authors according to procedures approved by a
Report Review Committee consisting ot members of the
National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of
Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine.
The National Research Council was e&tabl.ished by the
National Academy of Sciences in 1916 to assocIate the
broad community of science and technology with the
Academy's purposes of furthering knowl~dge and of
advising the federal government. The Council operates
in accordance w1th general policies aet~rmined by the
Academy under the authority of its congressional
charter of 1863, which establishes the Academy as a
private, nonprofit, self-governing membersliip
corporation. The CounciL has become the principal
operating agency of both the National Academy of
Sciences and the National Academy or Engineer1ng in
the conduct of their services to the government, the
public, and the scientific and engineerlng
cOllllllunities. It 18 a1min1St~~ed jointly by both
Academies and the Institute of MediCine. The Nat10nal
Academy ot Engineering and the Institute or Medicine
were established 1n 1964 and 1970, respe~tively, under
the charter of the Natiolial Academy of Sciences.
Thl.s study was supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Copies of this publication are ava1lable from:
Committee on NASA
Reviews
National Research
~lOl Constitution
Washington, D.C.
Scientiflc and Technological Program
Council
Avenue, N.W.
20418
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Preface
The Committee on NAS~ Scientific and Technological
Program Reviews wa, created by the National Research
Council in June 1981 as a result of a request by the
Conqress of the United States to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration that it establish an ongoing
relationship with the National Academy o( Sciences and
the National Academy of Engineering for the purpose of
providing an independent, Objective review of the scien-
tific and technological merits of NASA programs whenever
the Congressional Committees on Appropriat10ns so
direct. l
When a review 1S requested, the committee is callea
on to set· the terms of ·reference, select a panel of
experts to carry out the task, and review the resulting
report before publication.
To date, three tasks have been und~rtaken: reviews
of the International Solar Polar Mission,2 NASA'S
Aeronautics Program,3 and the Space Shuttle program. 4
lCongressional Conference Report 9&-1476, November
21, 1900.
2Nat ional Research Council, The Internat10nal Solar
Polar Mission--A Review and Assessment of aptions, 1981,
National Acaaemy Press, Washington, D.C.
3Nat ional Research Counc il, Aeronaut icsResearch
and Technology--A Review of ?roposed Reductions in the
PY 1981 NASA Program, 1982, National Academy Press,
Washington, D.C.
4National Research Council, Asseasment or
Constraints on Space Shuttle Launch Rates, 1963, National
Academy Press, Washington, D.C.
·...,
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The fourth task, which is the subject of thlS report,
re~ulted from a requeat by the Congressional committees
or. Appropriations to the NASA Adminislr~tor in late June
1983 for an assessment of NASA'S Numerical Aerodynamic
Simulaticn Program. This program encompasses a new,
large scientiflc computational capability for numerically
&olving aerodynamic problems and its relatea tacillties,
management, and operation. Specifically asked for was a
reVlew ot the objectives, implementation, and several
user-related issues of the program.
The commlttee met on July 20, 1983, to establish
terms of reference for the review based on the
Congressional request and to nominate a panel to under-
take the task. The areas of expertise sought included
computational fluid dyna:nics, computer SClence and
technology, and design of aerospace systems.
In appointing such a group of inolvlouals to make
scientiflc and technical assessments, it is essential
that most have a high degree of knowleage in the subJect
of the study. Since such individuals may appear to have
a potentlal for bias, every effort was maoe to achieve a
balance in backgrounds and attitudes of the panelists in
order to present as objective a report as possible.
The committee wishes to record its appreciation to
the chairman and members of the panel for their effective
and timely response to the charge put to them.
Norman Hackerman
Chairman, Committee on NASA Scientific and
Technological Program ReVlews
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I Introduction
THE DISCIPLINE
Computational aerodynamics is the simulation of aero-
dynamic flow fields by numerical solution of the fluid
dynamlc equations using high-speed computers. In the
past decaoe, great strides have been made in computa-
tional aerodynamics as a result of improvements in
numerical techniques and in th~ procesRing speed and
storage capacity of new supercomputers. These advances
are today making computational aeroaynamics a powerful
tool, complementing wino tunnels, for the debign of new
aerospace systems. l The experlence gained to date
concerning the impact of computational aerodynamics has
served to create a vision of major improvementti in alr
vehicle design to be ~alned with the emergence of
tomorrow's more powerful supercomputers.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program (NAS) haa
its genesis in the mid-1970s when NASA began efforts to
determine the feasiblllty of constructlng a computer
capability powerful enough--l billion floating-point
operations per se~ond ana ~S6 million worOs of memory--
to solve routinely the fluio dynamic equations governing
lNational Research Council, 1983, Tnfluence ot
comp~t~tional Fluid Dynamics Upon Expe·.imental Aerospace
FaCllities: A Fifteen Year Projection, National Academy
Press, Washington, D.C., pp. 1, 2.
1
, ,
2
the flow about aerospace vehicles. The perceived need
_as to provide a pathfinding capauillty that WQuld serve
to enhance the application of comvutational fluid
dynaQics to aerospace design. Such a computational
capability was not then envisioned as becoming availaole
in the commercial marketplace in the near 1uture. In
1978 a User Steering Group was formed (later called User
Interface Grcup) with members from the aerospace
industry, universities, and other government agencies to
p:ovide an interface between NASA and potentia~ Outside
users of NAS.
CURRENT S'l'ATUS
A reevaluation of the NAS program was made in 1982. At
that time, NASA-cQntracted studies lea the agency to
discontinue the procurement process that was based on
construction of a special system. It was deemed that the
risks involved in achieVing the proposed technical
objectives within the critic~l resource and schedule
limitatlons were unacceptable. 2 At the same time, a
renewed interest in industrial development of super-
computers occurred as a result of a perceptlon of a
growing commercial market for their use. ETA Systems,
Cray Research Inc., Denelcor, Hitachi, Fujitsu, and NEC
are all in the process of developing supercomputers aimed
at this market. This industrial surge has mad~ it
possible for NASA to achieve its 1975 objectives by
acquiring off-the-shelf supercomputers rather thdn by
assuming the technical risk of sponsoring the cevelopment
of the next generation U.S. scientific computer.
tn view of these developments, the NAS program was
redefined to be an on901n9 program in which advancec
state-of-the-art high-speed processors (HSPs) would be
acquired and coupled to a processing system network
designed to accommodate them. This flexibility allows
2Nat ional Aeronautics and ::pace Administration,
-Numerical Aerodynamic Simulat!on Program plan,- Revised
OCtOber 1, 1983, NAS\ Ameb ?esearch Center, Moffett
Field, Calif.
-,".
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upgrading of the system as improved mainframe computers
ar.e commercially developed, without NASA'S becoming
captive to any single vendor.
In its new form, the role of the NAS is that of: a
continuing pathfi.lder in advanced, large-scale computing
focused on computational aerodynamics; a strong research
tool; and a national computing facUity available to
NASA, DoD, other government agencies, industry, and
universities. This concept has been endorsed by th~
aeronautics community, by those in Ot~~f diSCIplines
involving fluid dynamics rebearch, <'nd b}' the fed"ral
government. The initial perforw~~~e gCdla in this new
role call for a COMputer system capable of 250 million
floating-point operations per second (~~LOPS) with dir~ct
access to 64 million words of main memory by late IS84
or early 1985 and an additional system capnble of 1000
MFLOPS with 256 million words of main memory in 1987--the
original NAS objectIve but now achievable WIth commer-
cially developed eqUIpment.
In it~ budget SUbmission for FY 1984, NASA requeLted
$20 million for the first year of the NAS program,
incluqing plans for a time-share lease of a Cyber 205 and
for lease of a Cray-2 prototype HSP. In early 1983 the
NAS ~as approved by Congress and the Administration as ~
NASA • JW start" for FY 1984 with the restriction that
only one HSP b~ acquired and the funding was correspond-
ingly reduced to $17 millIon. Since approval, an NAS
Project Office has been established with the appointment
of key personnel, and aetailed elements of the program
are being developed.
Following a requ~st by the Congressional Committees
on Appropriations (Appendix Al, the Committee on NASA
Scientific and TeChnologIcal Program Reviews (Appenaix
Bl nominated a"panel to unaettake the stuay a~d
established guidelines to the Panel (Appendix C) to
provide the follOWing:
o an examination of the stated objectives of the
program incluaing the projected short- and
long-term uses of toe system
o an examination of the projected aistribution of
users and user requirements
4o the merits of proceeding ~ith a multl-proceasor
system. a slnglo proc~Gsor. or some alternative
archltecture in terms of system capabllity and
meetlng uuer requirements
o an examination of provision. to make the system
readily and easily accessible to the lntended
users
o rolleatones necellsary to optiro1%.e a prOceSlUllq
SYlltt:1Il net~rk Whether a multi-proces!IOr. 81ngle
procesaor. or some alternative architecture is
useo. and
o ~,. eXAllllnal10n of NASA I s plans for the halldl1ng
of proprietary and classitied computations and
their anticlpation for downtlme.
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II Approach
The panel met in Washington, D.C., on September 1, 1983,
and received preliminary briefings trom NASA headquarters
ataff. On Septembe: 2 panel members prt:pll,red a list ot
2S salient questions regara1ng design and implementAtion
of the NAS Program for NASA review and response. In
addition, aSSignments were made to various ~embers ot the
group to investigate several aspects of the operation of
ot.her maJor computational CE':Itt.'"s. Individuals vi81te~
t.he Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center and t.he
Livermore Computer Center on Septem.>er 15, 19831 the
Computational Fluio DynamiCS Grou? at the Air f~rce
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories on OCtober 13, 19831 and
met With rcpres~ntatives of Control Data Corporation and
Cray Research, Inc. in the San Francisco Bay area on
January 9, 1984.
The second meeting was hela at the NASA Ames Research
Center on November 2-4, 1983, and the NAS program manage-
ment spent two days briefing the members of the panel,
responaing to the questions posed earlier, and partici-
pating in ext~nsive discussions. TniS study was
conducted during a period of high-level NAS managerial
planning •. Every effort was made by both the panel and
NASA to assure that the exchange was useful.
Between the second and third meeting, panelists
conducted further investigations and prepared drafts that
were distributed in advance of the last meeting. These
drafts were reworked, and consensus was reached on the
contents of the report at the final meeting on
January 19-20, 1984.
NASA representatives and contractors who met with the
panel are listed 1n AppendiX O. Appendix E lists the
User Interface Group. Appendix F is a list of specific
briefings to the panel, and Appendix G contains NASA'S
5
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.astee lIliHst:mes sche<::lule. Appendix H i. a lett.ltC f rOIll
the Dieector of Astronautica, NASA 1Imea Research Center,
detailing actions tak~n ana plans nade 8ub8e~ucnt to the
panel's vl.it to the Cent-c.
. .,
III Objectives
The objectives of the NAS program as stated in the HAS
Program Plan aated OCtober 1, 1983, ar. tOI
(al Act as the pathfinder in advanced, larg.e-
scale computer system capability through
systematic incorporstion of state-of-the-art
improvelllents in computer hardware ana
software techniques.
(bl Provide a natlonal cOlDputat ional. capabili ty,
available to NASA, DoD, industry, other
90vernment agencies, and universities, a8 •
necessary element in insuring continuing
leadecship in computational fluid dynamics
and related disciplines.
(cl Provide a stcong research tool for NASA.
The panel endorses the objectives of the HAS. Whlle
the pathfinder concept, obJective (Q), is here associated
with bupercomputer capability, in truth the association
is more pcopecly with the entire NAS--hardwace, facili-
ties, software, and al~~rithms--and its role in further-
ing progress in computational fluid dynamics (CPOI.
Objective (a, is especially important because the NAS,
as pathfinder, will p~ovide a host for the illlpleme~tation
of new methods and capabilities of computational aero-
dynalllicsl will be us~d to provide demonstrations to the
aerospace industry of capabilities requiring the use of
the most advanced conputersl will enable industry to make
earlier and lower-risk decisions concerning their own
acquisition of large··scale scientific computersl and will
provide a teat bed for demonstration of the effectiveness
7
8of the various elements of the computational system in
enhancing productivity. ObJective (b), to provide the
most powerful computational capabllity possible, is con-
sistent with the 1958 Space Act w~ich charges NASA with
·improving the usefulness, perforNance, speed, safety and
"efficiency of aeronautical and space science technology·
and the ·preservatior. of the role of the Unitea States
as a leader in aeronautical and space science tech-
nology.· Objective ec) is seen as an essential element
in the development of future stages of CFO technology for
the aereapace community in general and for use in
aircraft design in particular.
Specifically, the panel is in agreement with the
following obje~tives in the NAS Program Plan to:
enable a large number of users from NASA,
DoD, academia ~nd industry to simultaneously
~lve heretofore intractable prOblems • • • NAS
will playa powerful pathfinding. role in all four
phases of aeronautical n,o: (1) Basic Research
where solutions ot the full Havier-Stokes equa-
tions will reveal underlying mechanisms of
turbulence, flow separation/reattachment and
aerodynamic noise. This understanding will
contri~te tc the design of quieter and more
efficient aerospace engines and airframes
reqUired for future u.~. aerospace superiority.
(2) Preliminary Designs ~ill be possible for a
much larger number of candidates and in more
technical depth than currently possible. This
will lead to more rafinad initial designs before
costly and time-consuming wind-tunnel testing
begins. (3) Once these preliminary designs are
validatAd by wind-tunnel tests, powerful opti-
mization techniques will be applied for ~­
figuration refinement while simultaneously
accounting for all components in combination
(e.g., wing-fuselage-engine) thus eliminating
undesirAble interactions between components.
(4) Design VerifiCAtion by numeriCAl simulAtion
of full-scale performAnce throughout the full
flight envelope will be accomplished before
prototype fabrication. This then will be the
modern approach to aeronAutical R'D wher~ the
computer system optimally carries the burden of
tne research and design with verification by
wind-tunnel testing.
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SHORT- AND LONG-TERM USES
The panel reviewed the intended u&es of the NAB
Program" The present focus of computational research
with the NAS lies in two areas. One is to develop
and retine numerical techniques tor solving the time-
averaged fluid dynamic equations wherein turbulence
is empirically mooeled--the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations. This level of capability is the
next maJor stage in applied computational aero-
dynamics, and the generation of computers represen-
tative of the first HSP--and the growth versions--
will provide a level of computer power that will
enable the application of this new capability to
practical design problems for aerospace vehicles.
The second focus is on computational research for
solving the full nonsteady fluid dynamic equations
with direct computation of large-scale turbulent
~tion--large-eddy simulation. This advance will
pave the way for another major increase in capability
in computational aerodynamic applications with the
emergence of later generations of HSPs in th~ ~990s
and beyond. Performance and memory requirements for
these stages of development of computational aero-
dynamics are compared with several generations of
high-speea computers in Figure 1.
The perfo~.ance goal for NAS in 1987 has been
appropriately set as that required to BOlve the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for the
complex geometric configurations of aircraft. With
that level of computer memory and speed, major
research advances will also become feasible using
large-eddy simulation technology. The panel believes
that the intended uses of NAS are compatible with the
level of HSP computer power that will be available
and that these uses represent the most effective
exploitation of the NAS.
I
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1. Fluid dynamic equations without viscous terms Qr
Modeled turbulence.
2. Reynolds-averaged Havier-Stokes equation wlth modeled" .
turbulence.
3. Navier-Stokes equations with large eddy simulation
and modeling of small-scale turbulence.
Figure 1 Computer Speed and Memory
Requu:vments Compared with Computer Capabilities
(15-minute runs with 1985 Algorithms)
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IV NAS Program Design
and Computer Architecture
BRIEF OESCR%PTION
The computational bystem of tne NAS Program--called the
NAS Processing System Network (NPSN)--consists of (1) the
hlgh-speed processors (HSP) and (2) network peripheral
systems which provide the interface between the user and
the processor. The elements of the NPSN are shown in
Figure 2. One of the major elements will be the mass
storage SUbsystem, it will include an on-!ine system with
at least 200 billion characters of sto~age, expandable
to 800 billion characters.
The NAS program is designed ar~und the acquisition
of the ~st advanced HSP systems available from the
computer m~nufa~turera. The initial HSP (HSP-l) is
expected to be the prototype Cray-2. In the long term,
NASA proposec to have two HSPS, one being mature and
fully operational, and the other, a new, higher
performance one--a ptototype or early production model.
The NPSN would be dnsigned with the flexibility to
accommodate USPs, possibly with different architec-
tures* and vendors, in a way that is user friendly.
In its Initial Operating Configuration the NPSN will
be housed.temporarily in existing facilities at the Ames
Research Center. In the longer term, referred to as
Extended Operating Configuration, the ~PSN and supporting
activities would be housed in a new Numerical Aerodynamic
Simulation 'Facility (NASP) estimated to cost $17 million,
not including provision for security features needed to
handle classified work.
·Computer architecture is a schema of what the
major parts of a computer are, what they do, and how they
work together.
11
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Pigure 2 The NAB Processing System Network (NPSN).
(Courteay of the National AeronauticS and
Space Administration.)
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THE MULTIPLE-HSP iSSUE
The panel waa asked to consider the issue of whether the
NAS should consist of a single or gore than one HSP. In
addition to complexity and cost, several different
factors must be taken into account in addressing this
laSue'
1. COnsiderably greater computer capabilities than
those available in the iameaiate future are needed
to exploit the potential of computational
aerodynamics.
2. The speed and aegory size of high-speed computers
have increased by a factor of 10 per decade during
th. past 30 years, and this rate of growth is
projected to continue in the foreseeable
future. 3
3. A mature computational capability should be
available on an uninterruptible basis to maximize
the opportunity to make advances in computat:onal
aerodynamic research and applications.
4. New, advanced computer systems require a shakedown
and evaluation period before they can become fully
operational and useful.
The Single HSP Approach
The NSPN with a single HSP has a somewhat lower initial
cost than the multiple-processo~ approach envisioned by
NASA. However, the performance of the HSP would be sur-
passed every few years by a new generation of super-
computers. Thus, to maintain the pathfinder role, the
NAS must periodically acquire a new processor at an early
stage ot it~ availability, and substantial amounts of
tUle and effort must be invested to bring it to opera-
tional status. Depending on the upwardcompat~bilityof
the new processor With the existing one, past experience
has established that a year or more is required to accom-
plish effective integration. During this period, there
would be no operational HSP available to the user
3National ~esearch Council, Influence of
Computational Fluid pynamics, pp. 6-9
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community. In addition, the architectures of variou~
supercomputers can be quite different. Since the
performance of CPo al~orithms is often architecture-
dependent, a single asp configuration may be highly
ef·ticien·t for only a limited class ot problems.
These considerations indicate that a single HSP
configuration would severely compromise the concurrent
fulfillment of the NAS Program objectives--pathflnder,
national CFO capability, and research tool. To maintain
the pathfinder role, NAS would not be able to provide a
CFO cap~bi!ity for substantial periods of time to most
of the user community listed in Chapter V. Outside users
(DoD, industry, universities, and other NASA centers)
would be most severely affected. Also, the availability
of a s~cure capability for classitied and proprietary
work may be minimal under these conditions.
It appears that the lower initial cost wlll be more
than offset by the penalties of a prolonged unproductive
downtime when the processor requires updating. The ~~nel
believes that the objectives of NAS are proper and that
a single HSP configuration cannot provide a capability
to fulfill these objectives.
The Multiple-HSP ApproaCh
NASA proposes a dual-HSP approach. This concept involves
an HSP capability of two machines with provi&ion for
replacing the older of the two every few years with
industry's most advanced HSP system as the pathfinder,
irrespective of the vendor, as noted earlier under BRIEF
DESCRIPTION.
It appears t~ the panel that a multiple-HSP approach
offers, the following advantagesl
1. During a transition to a new HSP, there would be
a mature HSP still on line to support ongoing CFO
research and development, and the user community
would continue to be served if one HSP were down
for maintenance or modification. Furthermore, one
HSP could be isolated for classified or proprie-
tary work without affecting all users.
2. It will broaaen algorithm research beyond the
limitations of the architecture of one computer
manufacturer, especially with rega.rd to
anticipated major architectural changes.
.;pe, 0_" .43 .; '·>-PNI :..
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3. The NAS project will forge a strong technical
community, rooted in-house but spanning the
univerolty and private sectors. The multiple-HSP
approach permits this community to encompass
multlple vendors, thereby providing a forum where
computer manufacturers and algorithm developers
together can acquire the knowledge needed to guide
productive evolution of COMputers and solution
algorithms.
4. It provides the early availability of different
processor architectures, thus offering ~he flexi-
bility to select the type of architecture most
efficient for a particular application.
5. It will also allow perfo11l';;;ic~ comparisons of
mainframe HSPs for specific CPO applications.
Thus, it will advance the development of
production-qudlity early application programs for
those HSPs that will be acquired by the aerospace
industry and other members of the external user
community.
These merits must be understood in the context of the
additional start-up costs involved. Extra costs arise
from the need to provide a more general and flexible
network from the start to accommodate the different
vendors' architectures and to provide a user friendly
interface. The control language, user languages, and the
file system should all be compatible, regardless of main-
frames. Much of the vendor-provided software may have
to be modified or replaced to provide this compatibility.
In this regard, standardizing the operating system at an
early date should reduce these transition .
diff iculties. *
The panel believes the two-processor approach
currently planned for the NAS is the proper one and that
the phased beginning is appropriate.
In the years following HSP-2, when a new supercom-
puter is procured, users must phase out of the old HSP
by transferring their codes either to one of the other
NAS HSPs or to a machine outside the NAS complex.
*The present NASA plan is to use UNIX™, an
operating system developed by Bell Laboratories.
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Depending on m~~hine availability and deaand at the time,
it may be necessary to retain the old HSI' in the NAB
complex until the transition has been caapleted.
SYSTEM RELIABILITY
The NAS will eventually have a very exunsive network,
including not only long-distance commun~tions to
support remote users but also an internaUnetwork of
multiplp. large processors. It will, the~~~, have to
face the problems of reliability that al",e cronunon to all
such systems. Since the system at any O~ time may be
supporting many tens of users, questions of its avail-
jbility and reliability are of high im~ance. In a
complex system such as NAS, compared with a, traditional,
stand-alone, simple, uniprocessor confiqUlation, the
question of restarting the system and re«mU!ring from a
system collapse is correspondingly more'~ficult and is
an essential issue for systems design. :Itt o:annot be
assumed that whatev~r restart-recovery z~ures exist in
t~e vendor-supplied software will coord~te smoothly
with one another when combined in an extEnsive network.
Thus, at some ~int early in system desi~ consideration
must be given specifically to the restat~ecovery issue.
MILES'roNES
l>etailed devo:lopment of NAS began in ear~ 1983 when the
program was approved. In November 1983dtle panel
reviewed the planning documents and p~e]jginary mile-
stones that were developed to permit the iintegration of
the network systt'm as soon as the f irst:HlP is ready to
be tied irlto it. The major milestones, ,1H: developed by
NASA, appear in Appendix G. In the panel!'s. view, they
are appropriate only for the initialplannbng stages.
Obviously, detailed planning documents antlmilestones for
each portion of the network system are ~ed, and it is
important that they be completed by miQ~84 if the
system is to be fully operational by a~85.
· '~
V User Needs and Concerns
t
I
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IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL USERS
The users of the NAS are expected to be from NASA, the
Department of Defense (DoD), other 30vernment entities,
the aerospace industry, and universities.
The largest single user will be NASA, with cc~puta­
tional fluld dynamics (CFO) research teams at Ames,
Langley, and Lewis Research Centers totaling approxi-
mately 150 people. The largest concentration of
potential usero is at Ames Research Center. which has
several branches concerned with CFD within both the
Aeronautics and the Astron~utics Directorates. The lead
branches are within the Thermo- and Gas-DYnamics
Division. In addition, the Research Institute for
Advanced Computer Sci~nce was recently e=tablished at
Ames. Langley has three branches concerned with CFO in
their Aeronautics Directorate, as well as the Institute
for Computer Applications in Science and Engineering.
Lewis has CFD branches concerned with engine and inlet
flows. While it is anticipated that 90 percent of NASA
research computations will be in fluid dynamIcs, other
disciplines include computational che~lstry. structul~S,
space science, and atmospheric modeling.
DoD's,CFD effort is conducted at its research and
development laboratorles and by contractors. The Air
Force has major programs at Wright Aeronautical Labora-
tories and the Arnuld Engineering Development Center.
CFD work is also done at Eglin Air ~rce Base. the Army
Ballistics Research Laboratory, the Naval Underwater
Systems Center, the David Tay.lor Naval Ship Research and
Development Center, and the Naval Research Laboratory.
In addition to the DoD laboratories mentioned above,
government entities with interest in a scientific super-
computer dedicated to CFD include the Scripps Institution
17
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of OCelll109rapny, the National Center for AtlllOspher ic
Research, the National OCeanographic and AtlllOspheric
Administration, and the lMUonal Science t'Oundatlon.
Most aerospace airframe, rotorcratt, and engine
...anufacturerlO have an 1nterest 1n optimuinq aerodynlllllic
designs usinq CFD methods betore wind tunnel testin') and
development of proto~ypes. Many oC these companies have
in-house Ci~ groups t~at represent potential NAS lsers.
Man~ major compan1cs a:e represented on the NAS User
Interface Group (APa:-"~ldix E), which has been briefed on
NAS planning and has provided advice regarding the
program since 1978.
Across the country, impoltant CrD research is being
conducted independently at univerait1es. NASA funds
special crD training grants at New York University and
Princeton (joint project), Iowa State, Stanford,
Massachusetts Institute of Technoloqy, Pennsylvania
State, and the univerSities o{ Arizona and Cinc1nnati.
hmong the other univerpities with substantial CFD
research efforts 3re Case Western Reserve, Cornell,
Mississippi Stat~, North Carolina State, Polytechnic
Institute of New York, Purdu~, Rutgers, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, and the universities of COlorado,
Maryland, and Washington.
AN EX~INI\TION OF THE PROJECTED DISTRIBUTION OF USERS
AND USER REQUIREMENTS
NASA anticipates that two-thirds of tiAS usage will be for
basic research and one-third for app~ication~ research.
The projected distribution of usage estim~ted by NASA is
as foUow51
NASA 55'
Department of Defense 20\
Industrial 15'
UQiversities 5'
Other GoverlU1l'mt Agencies 5'
The estimated usage of NASA and DoD includes not only
in-house work but also grants, contracts, and jOlnt
efforts with univers1ties and industry. For example, as
much as 10' of the 55' of the NASA allotment and 5' of
the 20' of the DoD effort could actually be used by
"" '.~'Y'-"'''''-')'''''''''''''J+C~..,.'!l''t~I~<~'~''''''''''''''~'~~·);'r'!ll~\~W~
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universities on research projects supported by these
agencies. The IS' usage by industrial intereats would
be cost reimburseo to the government.
These projections were d~veloped by NASA. The panel
believes that tne main groups of possible users have been
considered and that the estimated distribution of usera
la as realistic as can be expected before the fact.
User require~ents reviewed by the panel included
general requirements ~n to all users and requirem~nts
specific to certain groups of users. General require-
ments ir.:.luoe'
o Adequate speed and memory of the HSPs
o Adequate mass storage
o Stable operating configuration
o User frienal)' operating syate. and ter.· ".1
interface
o Assiatance to users, including Boftwar
documentation and library
I
I
I
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Requirements specific to certain groups of users include,
. 0 NASA users
WOrkstations al~ ~r~phica terminals
Data links to NASA Langley and Lewis Centers
o DoD users
Long haul, high-bandwidth comaunications
Provisions for classified work
o Commercial users
Long haul, high-bandwidth communications
PrOVisions for classified work
Protection of proprietary material
o University users
,Long haul, hi9~-bandwidth communications
FOr the NAS to meet its planned objectives, it is
essentlal that the overall system contain a very stable
portion, comprising all components exce~t the newest,
most advanced HSP. That processor may at any time be in
t~e process of installation, famili~rization, or trial
operation.
The panel found that NASA is cognizant of the user
requirements and is developing or has moved to im,rove
its plans for addressing all of them. The weakest links
in the planning to date appear to be provisions for
proprietary and classified work and for 1009 haul
communications for remote users (dlSCu8sed below).
r--~.·"-" f"f"'-'-'~'-"'~~"""~~"''''''''''~'''''~~''<'~-_C/''''''"i'''~''<'''''''''''''''''''............,..,.....,..~~' ...."......._"......,.,."..,""'-.,.,.,-
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~t is the opinion of the panel that the NAS system
wil~ be in high demand. Even with the most effective
system design ~nd implementation, it will be a challenge
for IlASA management to aCCOIl'omodate the potentially vast
cam-unity of users.
The actual distribution of users will be established
by evolution rather than by predetermined targets. This
process wlll be heavily dependent upon how well the HAS
program addresses user requlrements. For example,
depending on the costs and bandwidth of the long haul
communications system, remote usage may either fall below
or exceed projections. If secure operation is not
available, certain DoD and industry usage will not
llIater iallze.
USER ACCESSIBILITY
~he panel na, examined the ·provisions to make the syctem
readily and easily accessible to the intended users,· ~s
requested in its charge, and believes that the NAt.
Processing System Network is designed to make the comF~­
tational ~wer of the HSPs as accessible as possible to
the users. A standard user interface will be provided
throu~h UNIX ~r UNIX-like operating systems for file
aanagement, job ~ontrol, and graphics. The difficulties
for a user to mov~ programs to more powerful USPs as they
becoll~ available will thus be alleviated. Here, aa in
this whole technical development, it is important to
llIinimize software costa by USing existing software whp.re
posaible. Aa noted in the preceding chapter, the panel
has reviewed carefully the basi~ concept of an NPSN
designed to be relatively independdnt of the specific
HSPs attached to it and agrees that it is the appropriate
and efficient way of serving the NAS community of users.
Particular importance sho~ld be aasigned to the long-
term stability of the HSP-independent aspects of thia
user interface.
LONG HAUL COMMUNICATIONS
It appears that at this early stage in NAS planning t"e
greatest attention has been given to the requirements of
on-site users, aa is, perhaps, to be expected. Yet, in
r.
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full operalion, DOre than halt the users vill be at
remote sites. These users will work either through other
computing centers in NASA laboratories, industry, or
large universities or vill require individual access frOG
..aller universities or research centers.
The pattern of re.cte use will be quite different
from that On-slte. In particular, tne po~rful work-
stations being pl~nned aay be uneconc.ical for most
rClllOte acceS8.
The planned long-haul communication system i. a key
element of any remote use. Communlcationa technology is
changing so rapidly that it is not clear vhether the
system of the future should be based on transai.aion by
dial-up circuits, d~dicated voice-frequency circuits •
deaieated digital circuit., or packet digital connec-
tions. The initial long haul communication will be
through lllOre conventional dial-up or packet digital
access.
The NAS Progr_ Office is aware of such user needs
and haa, in the long-established U8~r Interface Group, a
mechani.. for interacting with and respondin9 to users'
concerns. However, increased attention
should be given 800n to the speci.al needs of remote
userG. The panel suggests appointment of a fall-tille
staff member with responsibility for identifying the
special proble.s of remote users and matchin, thea to
lechnologically feasible solutions.*
*In the course of its review, the panel rais~d
concern about tne attention being paid by the HAS program
Office to long haul communications and remotp.-user
access. NASA has recently directed additional personnel
effort. to address these areas (see Appendix H,.
·
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VI The Handling of Proprietary
and Classified Information
The HAS must operate securely not only for its own
protection against such threats as malicious penetrators
and unauthorized users, but also to afford appropriate
safeguards for tbe hanoling of proprietary information
and classified defense information. Many .of t~ safe-
guards that will be require.; in order to have a facility
certified to accommodate classified information will also
be essential simply to protect an expensive, important
national facility, e.g., physical and fire protection,
access control to the HPSN, and personnel control.
This area of NAS planning has not been completed, and
questions rema~n regarding requirements and facilities
for proprietary and secure research. Most importantly,
funding has not been allocated to provide for secure
aspects of the HAS facility. A discussion of unique
requirements for security and the panel's concerns about
this issue foliows.
PROPRIETA.~Y INFORMATION
With regard to the handling of proprietary information,
there is a range of optionfl that the HAS could offer to
industrial and defense users. A proprietary user could,
for example:
o fit his workload into the normal operational
echedule of the facility and rely on routine
safeguards of the sy:ltelll.
o requ~st that no other remote connections be
attached to the facility lit the t1llle but :-the;wise
insert his workload into the normal operational
SChedule.
23
Preceding page blank.
o insiat that no work from a competing company be
performed concurrently on the m~chine.
o insist that he have sole acceS8 to the facility
at that time.
o insiat that he have complete visual surveillance
while his runa are being made in the facility.
o insist that his own operators--functioning under
the surveillance of NAS personnel--oonduct the
runs.
o provide his own encryption protection.
24
Clearly, these options are not mutually exclusive,
but suggest that a variety of approaches is possible in
dealing with this iSBue. Each proprietary user's choice
will certainly be determined by the threat that he per-
ceives against his information, possibly by economic
concerns, possibly by convenience concerns, and possibly
also on the basia of urgency of access to the facility.
The proprietary user should weigh the cost of any special
arrangements requested agalnst the importance and value
that he attache. to the wor~. The panel believes it io
1JDportant that Q09nizant NAS project personnel continue
working with their counterparts in the aeroapace industry
to define mutually acceptable options and that NASA
announce as soon as possible the provisiona that will be
aade available to protect proprietary usera.
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There is no corresponding range of optiona for the
classified user. NASA representatives project that the
NAS facility will function under DoD security regula-
tions, and therefore will have to confora completely to
such requirements. This would include such items as
physical protection, clearance of personnel, protection
of remote commullications, a comprehensive administrative/
procedural overlay to aC8ure the satisfactory operation
of such safeguards, and TEMPEST concerns. TEMPEST
security includes such items as electromagnetic
shielding, acceptability/nonacceptability of an external
power supply, complete isolation (physical unplugging),
and secure roams for demountable or unpluggable maS8
storage devices. Special accesa programs, whiCh are
I
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becoming typical of today's classified work, impose a
requir~ment for multiple secure rooms and multiple secure
working facilities.
Classified runs will clearly require what is commonly
called periOds processing, implying that relllote colMluni-
cation connections must bft severed (except for the secure
run itself· if it is frolll a remote 8Ource), that the
lIlachine be stripped of all other workl and that after the
completion of a classified run ~ll 'emporary and per-
manent storage space used by the classified operation be
SAtisfactorily erased or permanently protected.
ObViously, if an apprcved classified tun is conducted
frolll a remote location, the normal encryption and
co_unicatioh security precautions will have to be taken.
The panel notes that, while there has been liai80n
between NASA and the DoD for some t iIIle, to date the
extent of future DoD participat~on is uncertain. It had
been anticipated by NASA that DoD would shate the
expenses of providin~ a secure area. Curr~ntly, NASA
management plans a new building to house the NAS systellls,
one rca. of which will be reserved for classified
installations. The need for m~ltiple secure areas lIlust
be ajdressed in the facility plans.*
The panel recommends that NASA give attention to this
issue and suggests that NASA and DoD expedite efforts to
work together in defining an environment for the MAS that
will provide the proper security safeguards. This output
should enter into the facility plan prior to construc-
tion, but care should be taken not to delay construction
of the facility. (At the present time, NASA estimates
that appropriate security measures can be added during
construction of the NAS facility for an additional CO&t
of $2.5-$3.5 million. There i8 a question of wh~ther
NASA will seek partial funding from DoD or try to provide
this additional funding itself.)
*NASA is directing increased attention to security
needs (see Appendix H).
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A final concern voiced by the panel is that the
conduct of classified work may preempt other research
needs and especially the pathfinder role of NAS. HOw-
ever, the panel notes that NASA has established a high-
level aanageaent team to handle allocation of ttme and
regards this as an appropriate safeguard.
!
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The objectives of the NAS--a national computational
capability to serve government, industry, and univer-
sities--are sound, consistent with NASA's mission, and
highly appropriate in light of the growing practical
significance of computational aerodynamics in the design
of aerospace systems (Chapter III).
The short- and, long-term uses of the NAS are well
conceived and focused to deal with incLeasingly more
exact and, hence, more cOlllplex forms of the fluid dynamic
equations (Chapter III).
The multiple-liSP approach, whereby new, more power-
fUl, state-of-the-art, high-speed processors (HSPs) will
be integrated into a flexible network system, presents
major advantages over a single high-speed processor
system. The approach currently ~lanned for the NAS, a
Qual-HSP system, is a proper one, and a phased beginning
is appropriate. A single-HSP configuration cannot
provide a capability to fulfill the NAS objectives.
SUfficient justification may arise in future years to
make it desirable for the HAS to accommodate more than
two HSPs at any given point in time (Chapter IV).
While preliminary milestones have ,been developed for
the inte9r~tion of the network system and HSP, it is
important that detailed milestones for each portion of
the network system be established by mid-l984 (Chapter
IV).
The projected distribution of users:-NASA, DoD, other
government agencies, industry, and universities--is
believed to be as realistic as can be expected at this
time (Chapter V).
Regarding user needs, the NAS Processing System
Network--high-speed processors and peripheral network
27
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system--along wilh a standardized operating system appear
appropriately planned and conceived. It is reaListic to
expect that a stable, reliable net~ork processing system
"as envisaged will facilitate the users'transition from
one HSP to another even though HSP architectures may
differ. The importance of having a stable processing
network when the HAS becomes operational cannot be over-
stated (Chapter V).
In the planning for user access to NAS, the greatest
attention has been given thus far to the requirements of
on-site users. However, when the NAS is fully opera-
tional, more than half the users will De at remole sites.
Increas~d attention should be given soon to remote users'
special needs, the key ele~ent of which is the long haul
communication system. In this respect, the panel
suggests that a full-time staff person be appointed with
responsibility for identifying the special problems of
remote users and matching them to technologically
feasible solutions (Chapter V).
Regarding classified work, there 10 an urgent need
for NASA and DoD to reach agreement on reqUirements for
a secure facility. Protection of propri~tary work
requires additional planning and lialson with industrial
users (Chapter VI).
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June 22. IS
The Honorabl~ J'mes Beggs
Administrator
Nation.l Aeronautics and Space
Administrat Ion
lIashington. D. t. 20546
Dear Hr. Beggs:
IIhl1e the Appropriations Committees are in general ·sveement about tile
des! rabillty to develop a Numrric.l A<!rodynllllic S!~laU1m (HAS) Progr....t
the earliest opportunity. there are stl11 a nutitler of questions that arise
regarding Implementation of the program and future usefll,f the systelll.
Theref~re. In accordance with the rel.tlonshlp prev!taas.ly establis:",d
between NASA .nd the National Academy of Sciences and theif6tlonal Acadelr.y of
Engineering, we would like to request a review of the N_leal Aerodynar,lc
Simulation Program.
Specifically. we re~uest that the National Researdl (J)unci1 CC>"Illlttee on
NASA SCientific and Technological Program Reviews establtii a IIll!chanlSl:l to
examine the following:
• the stated objectives of the program and the proj.med short-
term and long-term ,se of the SiStem. projected :drtrlbutlon
of users. and user requi rements
I
!
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• the merits of proceeding with a ~1ti-processor v.tem versus
a single processor in terms of system capability i'mlllleeting
user ~quire~nts
• provisions to make the system re.dily and easily zr:essible to
the intended users
• IIIl1estones necessary to develop a processing sys.,network to
optimize a multi-processor o~ a single processorllfllJroach.
lie request that this re,lew be available no later thin Harch S. 1984.
~/jp "~a~l'. ,L. dwdrdP.~ ~mChairman JI . n
House HUD-Independent IMHndependent
Agencies Subcomnfttee '1Wrlcfes SubCOlllllfttee
, ..--~._--_ ....-----_.. ---------....---._----- .._...-.._----~.- ..-~...•
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APPENDIX C
STATEMENT OF TASK
A REVIEW OF NASA'S
NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION PROGRAM
The NatAonal Academy of Sciences/National Academy of
Engineering through the National Research Council con-
tractl':'ti to furnish the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, through the NASA Chief Engineer, a review
of the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program in
response to Congressional request. This study is the
fourth task under a broader contractual arrangement with
NASA to provide Congress with NRC reviews of proposed
changes 1n NASA programs. In a letter dated June 22,
1983, from Senator Garn and Congressman Boland to NASA
Administrator James Beggs, requesting the task, it was
asked that a report be available to the House and Senate
Appropriations Committees by March 5, 1984.
To deal with the request for carrying out reviews of
NASA programs, the NRC established the Committee on NASA
Scientific and Technological Program Reviews. In order
to address diverse problems, the Committee has been
authorized to establish ad hoc review panels, of which
this--the panel t~ revie;-t~NumericalAerodynamic
Simulation program--is the fourth.
The charge to ~he panel, based on the Congressional
request, is to pr~vide:
o an examination of the stated objectives of the
program including the projected short-term and
long-te.m uses of the system
o an examination of the projected distribution of
users and user requirements
o the merits ot proceeding with a multi-processor
system, a single processor, or some alternative
architecture in terms of system capability and
meeting user requirements
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o an examination of provisions to make th" system
readily and easily accessible to the intended
users
o milestones necessary to optimize a processing
system network whether a multi-processor, a single
processor, or some alternative architecture is
used
o an examination of NASA's plans for the handling
of proprietary and classified computations and
their anticipation for down time.
The above six bullets which constitute the charge
should be considered with regard to the aoequacy of
systems architecture, haraware, and software--the latter
in view of NASA's intent to USe early prototype super-
computers.
In carrying out this review, account should be taken
of recent relevant NRC studies associated with computer
science and technology, computational fluid dynamics, and
aerospace system and engine u,sign (such ~s the fifteen
year projection of The Influence of Computational Fluid
pynamics On Experimental Aerospace Facilities).
It is expected that an on-site visit to the NASA Ames
Research Center, responsible for development of the
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation facility, will be
required.
It is understood that NASA will provide all informa-
tion on the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulatio~ Program
necessary to the conduct of this review.
It is requested that the t.sk be completed and the
report be forwarded to the Comn,ittee on NASA Scientific
and Technological Program Reviews no later than
Feb'ruary '5, 1984.
Committee on NASA Scientific and Technological Proqram
Reviews
Washington, D.C.
July 20, 1983
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AIP&NDIX B
NAB USER INTERFACE GROUP
INDUSTRY
",
Th~ Boeing company
Detcoit Dieael Allison Division, Genecal Moturs
<:orpocation
Gates Leujet
General Dynamics
Genecal Electric Company
Grumman A-.rospace Corporatlon
Lockheed-California Company
Lockheed-Georgia company
McDonnell Douglas Cocporation
Nurthrop Corporation
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group
Rockwell lntecnational Cocporation
Rohr Industries, Inc.
United Technologies Corporation
Vought Corporat~~n
UNIVERSITY
Rutgers University
Stallfora University
University of California, san Diego
University of COlocado
GOVERNMENT
National Aeronautics and Space Adlllinistration
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Institute for Computer Applications in Science and
Engineering, Langley Research Center
Langley Research Center
Lewis Research Center
Arnold Engineering Development Center, u.s. Air Force
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Reaearch and Development
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Natlonal Center for Atmospherlc Relearch
Natlonal Science Foundation
Naval Undervater Sy.t~. Center
U.S. Aray Ballistic Research Laboratorles
Wr19ht Aeronautlcal LabOratorles, U.S. Alr FOrce
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September 1-2, 1~831 Wa.hington, D.C.
Reviev of the Numerical Aerodyn..~c Simulation Proqram
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NAS Program oescription
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It has been two IOnths now sInce your Panel has reviewed the HAS Progrl••
The Pinel input has been very helpful, Ind I would 1fke to thank you and
the other .eMbers for your cea-ents Ind suggestions. The purpose of this
letter Is to describe soqe actions thlt hive been taken since the review.
To begin with, re.ote user access Is receiving increased Ittention. A
full-tllllt slot hn been Illocated for I User Interface Manager within the
MAS Projects ~fflce, a~d severll clndldltes art under conslderltlon. The
lony Haul COMIUnicatlon~ staff and orglnilltion have been strengthened, and
a thorough study of po~ntfll retlOte user requlrttlents 15 being cOlllpleted
fur use In the Systl!1llS Desl£" Review. lie hive Idvert15ed for I long Haul
C~nlcatlon, "anager and ,rt I·tervlewing candidates. A draft Long Haul
Ccc.unlcatlons Policy hiS been ce-pleted. Recently, Marshlll Space Flight
Center released an RFP for I Dljor contrlct to I.ple~nt I new NASA Progro.
Support Caa.unlcatlons concept. The contract will be structured to allow
for changing user requlreoents Ind should sltlsfy DOSt of the HAS long Haul
COIDUnlcatfons Requirements. Our updlted requlrtllltnts will be forwarded to
Marshall by March I, 1984.
Progress hIS been alde on securl ty hsues. lie hive recehed I response
'rOll the DOD Indtcltlng that TEMPEST shielding Is not required for the
hIgh-speed processors. This conflnaatlon WIS required In order to proceed
beyond the 15S jeslgn point on the building. A Stcurfty Requlr_nts Study
(Including softwlre) Is lbout 50S cOlllplete. This work Is being perforllled
by SRI and will be used by the NAS Projects Office to produce a Security
RequlreDents Speclflcltlon. Our Intention Is to do all thlt Is relsonlbly
possible to safeguard the syst.. Ind users' data whfle sillUltaneously
.Inl.lling user Inconvenience Ind the Implct on syste- perfonllnce.
Mtgotlatlons have been ce-pleted with InforMItlcs General, Inc., who Is now
our Syst.. Software Contractor (SSC). A nlllllber of the key personnel are
already on board and are preparing for the Softwlre Systl!ftl Requirements
Review. We have e.panded the nU8lber of full·tlle equivalent Civil servant
positions "'r the Icthity to seven by the end of FY '84 (fhe on board
now) and eleven in FY '85. Three new persons have Joined the Project since
the review In Noveaber, an~ we have selected two acre who are scheduled to
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be on bo.rd by tile ."d of tilt IIOnth. ... will contlnu. to add ChO Serv.nt
staff In k.y .re.s throughout fY '84.
The proposal for the High Spted Procenor-1 hIS b"n recehed fro- Cr.y
Research. Inc. Negotiations ar. In progress with contract ....rd e.pected
nellt IIOnth.
IlIIplIMntatlon of four network protocol p.ck.ges on the IIItwort Test Bed 11
scheduled for coepletion by January 31. The NAS Processing Sys~ lletwort
5ystl!tl Design Review his been rescheduled to lite March to allow for the
protocol selection .nd furtller develOpMnt of other key :nues such IS
security. retIOte UII~, .nd cOlIPletion of negotiations on the Cray-Z con-
tract.
At this point, ... art eleven IIOnths into tile lIAS Project IIlpl_nUtion.
The MAS Projects Office 11 still experiencing s~ of the growing pllns
anodated wi til II rapid buildup of in-hoUse staff Ind support service
contractors .nd the establ is_nt of Nn.g_nt syst..s for project con-
trol. "' assess-ent is that the Project is overcoaing these growing pains,
Ind we Ire certainly grateful for the Insight and Isslstance of the Panel
In helping us achlev. our objectives.
Sincerely,
~;F'4~)I,
Willi •• F. e.,lh.us, Jr.
Director of Astronautics
cc: R. H. Korkegi
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